
Abstract 
Urban development strategies are more and more centred on citizens’ needs and requirements. In 
this regard, collective intelligence can be understood as a fundamental element in enhancing the 
creation and development of more inclusive communities. This paper aims to present various ways 
in which collective intelligence can contribute to develop smart urban areas, formed by strong 
inclusive communities, giving as example different cities that have implemented this concept. The 
methodology used to carry out this research is both bibliographic – opting here to study the work of 
specialists in the field, authors from Romania and abroad, and empirical – formed by a case study 
on various smart cities around the world that use the concept mentioned. This type of intelligence is 
starting to be a very important issue in smart cities’ evolution, improving the relationship between 
government and citizens. Even though technology is a significant element, citizens and public 
institutions’ capability and will to collaborate for finding and implementing the best solutions for 
communities’ problems should also be considered. 
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Be adapted and adaptable  
individuals’ specific needs and requirements and also be adaptable; 
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In today’s cities, a new culture is evolving, a culture in which citizens and communities are starting 

In this regard, collective intelligence is seen as “a new ROI (Return on Investment) for inclusion” 
Big mind – How collective intelligence can change our world

that “collective intelligence is as old as civilization” [
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meeting today’s social challenges [

different researcher centres and specialists’ visions, such as: The MIT Center for Collective 

The Death and Life of Great American Cities
stated that “cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only because, and only 
when, they are created by everybody”

Zooniverse
world’s largest and most popular platform for research powered by people, volunteers all around the 
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Patient Innovation

1993 and Patient Innovation advisory board member, said it is „an 
outstanding social media use that should help many disadvantaged people”

, the title „Non up of The Year 2016“ in London, at an 
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budget for 2016, it offering its users the exact number of politicians’ promises in progress (33), 
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created. The platform’s key functions are the following: a) to validate 

SmartSantanderRA ], which turns users’ smartphones into sensors, 
thus citizens becoming both testers and extensions of the project’s capacities [
can say that the “seanseable city” is now focused on citizens, this meaning that
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making process, transparent politicians’ actions, various 

said, “we need to leverage collective 

icipative ‘bees’ in the ‘hive’ that is the modern city. Only through multi
approaches, focused on the needs of the people, will we implement really effective ‘smart’ 
initiatives that change our cities for the better” [

Social networks‘ tools are supporting citizens to have a creati
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